Temporal and spatial characteristics of intracerebral seizure propagation: predictive value in surgery for temporal lobe epilepsy.
We examined the prognostic value of spatial and temporal characteristics of intracerebral propagation of seizures during temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) surgery. Seven TLE patients resistant to standard anterotemporal lobectomy who had no known causes of resistance [e.g., extratemporal (ET), lesions, multifocal epilepsy] were matched with 7 seizure-free patients and 7 others who were almost seizure-free after operation. Intracerebral ictal propagation pathways were not different in the three groups. Propagation was multidirectional, most frequently to the frontal lobes and sometimes to the contralateral temporal lobe (CTL). ET propagation delays were significantly shorter in resistant patients than in markedly improved patients. The resistant group also had more frequent propagation delays < 1.0 s, but propagation times > 1.0 s were equally likely in all groups. The extent of ET propagation and frequency of focal onsets were not different among the groups. Results suggest that very short propagation times predict reduced efficacy of operation, and that long propagation times are not related to surgical success.